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The Manager’s Corner
BY TIM W.
The Bylaws Committee has been meeting
regularly to update the existing Central Office bylaws. This document determines the policies and
procedures governing the operation of your Central Office.
The original document was created in 1974
and has been amended several times as more has
been revealed. The last update was in 2014 and we
feel that it’s a good time to revisit some things.
This work is almost finished and the com-

mittee is hoping to present the updates to Intergroup for ratification by October. However, if you
would like to participate in reviewing and updating
the final drafts, you are welcome to join us on
Tuesday, September 24th, 6:00pm at your Central
Office, 14 W. Anapamu.
If you have any experience, strength, and
hope in this area, it would be very helpful. But,
even if you don’t, your presence would be welcomed. It’s always better to have another set of
eyes and a fresh perspective.

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Get Involved!
The 35th annual Santa Barbara AA Convention is on the weekend of October 18th at the Veteran’s Memorial Building, 112 W. Cabrillo. Visit www.sbaaconvention.org for more details!

Service Committees


District 23’s General Service Representatives (GSR) meet on the 1 st Monday of each month, 6:00pm
at Holy Cross Church, 1740 Cliff Dr. (rear of building).



District 23’s Intergroup Committee (IGR) meets on the 2 nd Tuesday of each month, 6:00pm at your
Central Office, 14 W. Anapamu.



Hospitals & Institutions Committee meets on the 2 nd Monday of each month at First Presbyterian
Church, 21 E. Constance. Orientation meeting at 5:30pm. Regular business meeting at 6:00pm.



Santa Barbara A.A. Convention Committee meets on the 2 nd Thursday of each month (except December), 6:00pm at your Central Office, 14 W. Anapamu.



Santa Barbara Young People in Alcoholics Anonymous (SBYPAA) meets on the 1 st Thursday of each
month, 6:00pm at your Central Office, 14 W. Anapamu.



SYBPAA’s Bid Committee (striving to bring a regional A.A. Conference to Santa Barbara) meets
on the 3rd Thursday of each month, 6:00pm at your Central Office, 14 W. Anapamu.

Announcements


There is a new women’s participation meeting on Sundays, 12:30pm at the First Presbyterian Church, 23
E. Constance in the Children’s Center. The space is handicap accessible and childcare is provided.

“While we may be quite willing to reveal the very worst, we must be sure to remember that we cannot buy our own
peace of mind at the expense of others.”
Twelve Steps & Twelve Traditions, page 84
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Member Submission
Yep, SWACYPAA VII is coming to Santa Barbara,
along with hundreds and hundreds of alcoholics from the
six states that SWACYPAA primarily serves: Arizona, California, Colorado, Nevada, New Mexico, and Colorado.
If you'd like to get involved, be of service, and
learn more about the experience of serving AA on a Host
Committee for a Regional Conference, you are invited to
attend the Host Committee elections, which will be held in
two rounds on Sunday, September 29, 2019, and Sunday,
October 13, 2019, at 12 noon at the Santa Barbara Alano
Club. There are over 40 positions available on the Host
Committee, and ALL ARE INVITED to the elections: the
young, the young at heart, and those with room to grow.
If you'd like to support the conference that we
will be hosting next year, one of the best ways you can do
so is by pre-registering as soon as possible. Pre-registering
early greatly helps the Host Committee's efforts to outreach, hold events, conduct business meetings, and plan
and budget for the conference. Registrations are currently
discounted at one for $20.00 and two for $30.00. You can
support Santa Barbara's first regional AA conference by
pre-registering today at www.swacypaa.org.
For more information, stop by Central Office, or
check out www.sbypaa.org or www.swacypaa.org.

A REGIONAL CONFERENCE OF A.A.
COMING TO SANTA BARBARA
BY SONNY C.
On Saturday, August 17, 2019, in a large conference hall in Las Vegas, over thirty-five members of our
Santa Barbara AA Community saw the fruition of three
years of service in carrying the message result in something remarkable for our entire community. That night,
they were sitting in an AA speaker meeting at the Sixth
Annual Southwestern Conference for Young People in Alcoholics Anonymous.
The Las Vegas convention hall was filled with hundreds and hundreds of alcoholics from all over the United
States who were thinking (and yelling) one thing: “Where
is it going?” The phrase derives from the shared desire of
the entire audience to find out who would be awarded the
honor and privilege of hosting next year's Southwestern
Conference for Young People in Alcoholics Anonymous.
When the moment final came, it was announced
that the bid submitted by Santa Barbara Young People in
Alcoholics Anonymous had been chosen as the winning
bid and that Santa Barbara would be hosting its first major
AA Conference next summer.
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On the Ninth Step
"Made direct amends to such people wherever possible, except when to do so would injure them or others.“
I realized that at my age, my five-year sentence
could be a life sentence. I thought it possible that I could
die in prison. Despite all this, my self-centered pride kept
telling me it just couldn’t end this way. Surely I was destined for something better. So I began my surrender in
pursuit of some form of God. What I did not know then
was that Four Mile prison would become a new starting
point for me, my gift of desperation.
In prison, thanks to AA, I discovered that false
pride was undoubtedly my biggest defect of character
and that my lifelong separation from God was my main
problem. At long last, I had hit my bottom. Knowing full
well that I could not possibly rectify my wrongs, I sought
God’s guidance and direction.
I decided I would make a sincere written amend
to each of my victims for my wrongdoing. If I was ever
going to know real freedom and true happiness, the price
to be paid was the destruction of my self-centeredness
and leveling of all my pride. I felt as though God announced his arrival with a wrecking ball and flattened
everything in my life. And through it all, I could hear a
still, small voice asking, “Are you ready to make a new
beginning?”
And I did. I stayed sober and secured a job in the
prison system as a GED instructor helping inmates who
could only read at a third- or fourth-grade level. My most
unforgettable student was a guy named Michael. I was
able to help him get his GED diploma and also get paroled after eight years of time served. It was one of the
most humbling experiences in my entire life and one that
I will never forget. There are many other prison friends I
will never forget as well. Three of them became good
friends. They were the most remarkable men I have ever
known. They were honest, sincere and trustworthy. They
introduced me to the “upside” of prison life. That’s right,
I said upside. These men saved my life—behind razorsharp barbed wire. What a deal I was handed, and it was
completely undeserved. It was the beginning of God’s gift
to me.
Why do we wait so long to surrender and pray?
Why do we waste our God-given life? I actually found a
new life, a new freedom and a new happiness, all while
incarcerated.
I used to believe that my character defects were
so strong they would probably die 30 minutes after I did.
Not anymore.

LEVELED
In prison with 38 years sober, he hit a whole
new bottom. Service was the way out.
BY RICHARD M. (DILLON, MONTANA)
Having lived a long life of pretending and trying
to look good at all costs, I finally came to the end of my
game. At the age of 72, I was financially, physically, emotionally and spiritually bankrupt. A judge sentenced me
to five years for theft and I entered Four Mile Correctional Center in Canyon City, Colorado.
On that first day of prison, during the intake process, I cried genuine tears. Even though I had 38 years of
sobriety, I now found myself locked up. I had reached the
final stage of self-will running riot in my head. For the
first time in my life, I honestly made an attempt to surrender my life to God. I informed my intake correctional
officer that I might kill myself the first chance I got. A
mental health counselor then informed me that I had a
choice to make. I would someday leave prison and I could
leave it bitter, better or in a box. That was my choice.
I still thought I was smarter than anyone on this
ball of dirt. But I recognized that this new world of prison
life and its inmates had the power to hurt, maim or kill.
Early one morning in my cell, I decided I wanted to somehow live through this chapter of my life. What was I going
to do? In a way, I felt relief; I was exhausted. I definitely
knew my old life was over. I realized I no longer had to
pretend or try to look good. I remembered I was once
told by a friend in AA that the last place I needed to show
up looking good was an AA meeting. I found out quickly
that the same is true in prison.
I was alone and spiritually ill as I entered my new
home, a 6 x 8 cell also known as a closet. I had broken
the law and victimized good people. I had pled guilty and
been sentenced to five years in prison to be followed by
three years of parole, plus $212,000 in restitution to be
paid to my victims. My very best thinking got me to prison and I deserved to be there.
I looked back over my years of sobriety in AA.
Was it possible for me to have missed the spiritual message found in the Big Book? Of course it was. I’d lived all
those years in spiritual bankruptcy. I’d worked a program
for one year and then repeated that same year for 37
years. I thought sobriety would be enough and the rest of
the program could be disregarded. How wrong I was. I’ve
heard it said that, “Life is tough. But it’s tougher when
you’re stupid.” And it’s toughest without a Higher Power.

—From the September 2017 Grapevine
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The Messenger is published by
YOUR Central Office.

August Birthdays
Member
Sally R.
Terry B.
Shelley S.

Years
1
1
1

Will
Alicia C.
Kyle S.
Sierra M.
Steve H.
Rob

1
2
2
4
5
7

manager@santabarbaraAA.com

Chris H.
Scott H.
Gina D.
Stacy W.
Annie W.
Emily A.
Ken S.
Jason V.
Stephanie L.
Bobbo
Tom P.
Dan M.
Amanda
Jennifer B.

9
10
10
11
11
11
11
14
16
16
22
22
23
24

Have an AA birthday? Please let
your Central Office know so that we
can print it in The Messenger.

Jennifer B.
Noah D.
Lisa E.

24
25
26

Michael W.
Earl
Mary M.
Dolores

29
31
32
37

Please send submissions to:

Central Office Statistics
During August, your Central Office had:

AA Info Calls

179

Alanon Referrals

1

Other Referrals

3

12 Step Calls

11

12 Step Office

2

Out of Town Visitors

9

Office Walk Ins
Website Pageviews

303
11,104

“Just as the aim of each A.A. member is personal sobriety, the aim of our services is to bring sobriety within reach of all
who want it.”
Twelve Steps & Twelve Traditions, page 175
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On Tradition Nine
“A.A., as such, ought never be organized; but we may create service board or committees directly responsible to those
they serve.”
dark forecasts of our future were made and everybody
yearned to go back into the parlors. But we didn't because
we couldn't. We saw we'd have to have service committees
or fail to function, perhaps fall apart entirely. We'd actually have to organize services in order to keep AA simple.

IN CONCLUSION
BY BILL W.
Make AA Tick
A COFFEE pot simmers on the kitchen stove, a hospital sobers the stricken sufferer, General Headquarters
broadcasts the AA message; our Service lifelines span the
Seven Seas. All these symbolize AA in action. For action is
the magic word of Alcoholics Anonymous. So it is, that every AA service daily proves that so-called "material activities"
can lead to magnificent spiritual results.

Hospital Service
Hospitals, we early found, disliked drunks. We had
been noisy nuisances who ducked paying bills and seldom
got well. Yet we quickly saw that many an alcoholic might
never get a real chance with AA unless hospitalized. What
could we do?
At first, we went in for home "tapering." But instead of "tapering off," our new clients usually "tapered
on"--and right back into the bars again. Some Groups tried
to organize "AA hospitals" with M.D.s on call. This carried
matters too far, it put our Groups straight into serious business. All these early attempts were busts. We finally
learned that each AA Group ought to be primarily a spiritual entity, not a business corporation. Then individual AAs
and their friends began to set up rest homes and drunk
farms as private enterprises. This worked a lot better, but
still it wasn't enough.
At length the medics began to come to our aid.
Agreeing with our hard earned conclusion that doctoring
ought to be the affair of doctors, they commenced to help
us make hospital connections. Our first attempts to cooperate with hospitals in city areas often led to damaging confusion. Anybody sponsored anybody, and those hospital bills
still didn't get paid. Cocksure AAs told doctors how to run
wards. This easy going lack of head or tail in our hospital
relations didn't keep AA simple at all. Confusion was general until some hospitals bluntly told metropolitan AA
Groups that responsible members with whom they could
consistently deal would have to be named--or else. Nobody, said the hospitals, could possibly cooperate with an
anarchy.
It began to dawn upon AA that Group responsibility would have to reach much further than the meeting hall
doorstep on Tuesday and Thursday nights only. Otherwise
the new man approaching our door might miss his chance,
might lose his life.

Service in the Parlor
Once upon a time, all AA meetings were held in
homes. There weren't any committees and nobody put up a
cent. We hadn't even a name and "founders" were unheard
of. It was that simple.
Yet we did enjoy one "service"--a valuable one,
too. Wives baked cakes and brewed strong coffee for us
alkies huddling together in the front parlors, still terrified
that our new program might not work after all. Those wifely dispensations of good cheer smoothed the way and so
lightened our burden of doubt. Thus, from the very beginning, did such gracious service make AA tick.
Into the Halls
By and by, meetings got big. Our front parlors
couldn't hold them. We had to move into halls. Gathering
places seldom came free so we must needs pay rent. Landlords weren't a particle interested in the spiritual advantages of Group poverty. So someone passed the hat and
we dropped money into it voluntarily. We knew we couldn't meet or function as a group unless we did. We grudgingly learned that rent was necessary to insure sobriety--our
spiritual dividend, life itself.
This rent paying process also produced the first AA
"official." The gent we picked to pass the hat soon became
our treasurer. Then phone calls had to be answered, letters
written, literature ordered and distributed. The now familiar group Secretary put in his--or her--appearance. Presently newspaper interviews had to be given, preachers and
doctors canvassed, hospital arrangements made, banquets
set up. Not by anybody, either. Somebody special had to be
picked to do these chores. That "somebody" became the
Group Service Chairman.
Of course this was all quite troublesome, for it
marred our sometimes fallible serenity. Squabbling began,

Intergroup Services
Slowly, most reluctantly, Groups in densely populated areas saw they would have to form associations, open
small offices, pay a few full-time Secretaries. Terrific out(Continued on page 7)
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cries went up. To many, this really meant destructive organization, politics, professionalism, big expense, a ruling
officialdom and government. "Believe us," they argued, "A
local Central Office could cost metropolitan AA members
50 cents a month apiece. That could turn into a damned
head tax--what about our AA Tradition of no 'fees or
dues'?"
Of course these exaggerated fears never materialized. We have lots of good intergroup associations now,
voluntarily supported. The new man is getting a better
break, the hospitals are pleased. The office of one large
association has sponsored and hospitalized 7,000 alcoholics. Prompt interview and phone service is planting the
seeds of recovery in other thousands. Local meeting directories are issued, public relations attended to, regional
gatherings and dinners set up. We found these last couldn't be carelessly left to anybody who happened to feel like
giving interviews or printing up a bundle of tickets and
handbills. In short, intergroups do those area chores that
no single individual or group could. They unify regions;
they make AA tick.

cause it to function. The spiritual result, in sobriety, happiness and faith, is altogether beyond any reckoning.
Foundation, General Office, Grapevine
This Group of Headquarters Services enables AA
to function as a whole. They guard our tradition, they issue
our principal literature. They watch over our general public
relations and so relate us rightly to the world outside. They
mediate our difficulties, they guide our policy. Therefore,
these indispensable services are AA's principal lifelines to
the million who do not know.
It is this world center of service which constitutes
the principal bequest in our recently announced Third Legacy. And it is by the terms of this Legacy of Service that the
General Service Conference of Alcoholics Anonymous, a
representative body of State and Provincial Delegates, assumed control and guidance of these principal affairs of
AA last April.
That event marked the passing of responsibility
for our world services from Dr. Bob, our friends, and myself, to you--the members of Alcoholics Anonymous. Support and guard these assets well; the lives and fortunes of
millions, the very survival of AA itself may depend much
upon how well you discharge this, your new found obligation.

That Vital Service--The AA Book
By 1937, some of us realized that AA needed a
standard literature. There would have to be a book. Our
word of mouth program could be garbled, we might be
destroyed by dissension over basic principles and then our
public relations would surely go to pot. We'd fall flat on
our obligation to the alcoholic who hadn't yet heard unless
we put our knowledge on paper.
But not everybody agreed, many were badly
scared by this proposal. Money in some quantity would be
needed, there would be huge disputes over authorship,
royalties, profits, prices and the contents of the book itself. Some truly believed that this seemingly reckless project would blow our little society to bits. "Let's avoid trouble, let's keep things simple," they said.
Well, we did quarrel violently over the preparation and distribution of that AA book. In fact, it took five
years for the clamor to die down. Should any AA's dream
that the old timers who put the book together went about
at the time in serene meditation and white robes, then
they had best forget it. The inspiration readers now say
they find in the volume, must have got there by the Grace
of God only!
Yet see what has happened. Two-hundredthousand AA books circulated in this year 1951, silently
scattering our message world-wide, lighting the path of
progress for nearly every incoming member. Without
doubt, that book is the backbone of our unity, it has unbelievably simplified our task. Although its preparation was,
in part, a very "material" proceeding indeed, those early
labor pains of its creation did help form our society and

In Conclusion
Let us make our services respectable; let us rank
them in importance with the Twelve Steps of Recovery
and the Twelve Principles of AA Tradition. Let us forget our
fear of over organization; let us remember that AA as a
whole cannot be organized; but that we must so organize
and support our special services that AA can function. Let
us forget our early fears of professionalism, of the accumulation of wealth, of government. Experience, now fortified by our Tradition, has already assured us none of these
evils are likely to descend upon us.
Above all, let's change our old attitudes about
money. Collectively, AA members earn an enormous income because of their sobriety, it's a one half a billion dollar bonanza each year. Can we not wisely, gratefully and
humbly reinvest a tiny fraction of this vast sum in those
vital services that make AA tick? I think we can, and I think
we shall. For in our own lives we have seen sobriety produce money, and in our AA services we have seen a little
money produce incalculable spiritual dividends. Let's think
this all through again.
By our Twelve Steps we have recovered, by our
Twelve Traditions we have unified and through our Third
Legacy--Service--we shall carry the AA message down
through all the corridors of time to come. Of this, I am
happily confident.
—From the November 1951 Grapevine
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